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logo + brand

bringing your brand and business to life

with perfect salt studio
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About
Perfect Salt
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History of 
Be.

As a small business owner, your 
brand is personal because it reflects 
YOU.

THINK ABOUT YOUR CURRENT MARKETING MATERIALS...IF A CLIENT SAW 
THEM RIGHT NOW, WOULD YOU FEEL CONFIDENT THEY UNDERSTOOD 
YOUR BUSINESS PURPOSE AND IDENTITY?
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Kind words
“Perfect Salt Design and their 
work on branding is an absolute 
STEAL. Seriously. If it's too good 
to be true, it usually IS too good 
to be true, but this isn't the case! 
Whenever I need consistent 
branding for something, 
I am coming to Carli, and 
whenever I know someone 
in need of branding, 
I'll recommend Perfect Salt until 
I'm blue in 
the face. <3"

-Sam Starns, 
Owner of
S Photography,
Roseburg Oregon
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Three custom 
options for logo + 
branding with PS

CUSTOM LOGO DESIGN

FULL BRAND + LOGO

THE LOGO LAB

Our
services
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Custom Logo Process

Start to finish, 
making sure your 
vision comes to life.

1 2 3
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When you want to get your brand looking 
fine, but are short on inspiration, direction 
and/or time.

Welcome to the Perfect Salt Studio Logo & Branding Lab! 

Don't know where to start with your logo or branding?

My process has been designed to help address all of these challenges, 
AND get your brand looking beautiful.

Welcome
to The Lab.
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Choose a Logo

Get it Customized

Choose a Branding 
Board

The Lab:
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Investment

Custom Logo Designs
starting at $249

Custom Logo + Branding Packags
starting at $399

Logo Lab Pre-Made Logo Designs
starting at $129
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Web
Design
Carrying your new branding 
project to the interwebs.

mailto:carli@perfectsaltdesign.com
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Stay in touch
Please feel welcome 

to contact me for 
questions + assistance!

+ EMAIL + WEB


